The Fusion of an Ultrasonic and Spatially Aware System in a Mobile-Interaction Device
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Abstract: Over the past four decades, the prophecy from computer pundits and prognosticators pointed to the looming arrival of the paperless office era. However, forty years later, physical paper documents are still playing a significant role due to the ease of use, superior readability, and availability. The drawbacks of paper sheets are that they are hard to modify and retrieve, have limited space, and are environmentally unfriendly. Augmenting paper documents with digital information from mobile devices extends the two-dimensional space of physical paper documents. Various camera-based recognition and detection devices have been proposed to augment paper documents with digital information. However, there are still some limitations that exist in these systems. This paper presents a novel, low cost, spatially aware, mobile system called Ultrasonic PhoneLens. The Ultrasonic PhoneLens adopts two-dimensional dynamic image presentation and ultrasonic sound positioning techniques. It consists of two ultrasonic sound sensors, one Arduino mini-controller board, and one android mobile device. Based on the location of the mobile device over the physical paper, Ultrasonic PhoneLens can retrieve pre-saved digital information from a mobile database for the object (such as a text, a paragraph, or an image) in a paper document. An empirical study was conducted to evaluate the system performance. The results indicate that our system has a better performance in tasks such as browsing multivalent documents and sharing digital information than the Wiimote PhoneLens system.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology, more and more information are used electronically and saved in digital formats. It is much easier to collect, store, transfer, and retrieve information in the digital world. However, physical paper documents still play a significant role in our daily life due to the ease of use, superior readability, and availability. Some people still prefer to read a printed document in many workplaces. When people read a paper document, they may need to know more information regarding a particular object, such as a text, a paragraph, or an image. Such information might be available in the digital format. Integrating information from paper documents and electronic devices allows readers to easily access information not included in a traditional paper document. To achieve this, paper-based augmented reality which overlays digital information on traditional paper is needed.

Augmented reality technique is the integration of digital information with physical real world environments. Using augmented reality, elements in the real world are augmented by computer-generated information such as sound, video, or digital images. For instance, when a user looks at a restaurant on a paper map, with the aid of augmented reality, he/she can also read reviews, the menus of the restaurant that are available digitally. To make connections between the object on
a physical paper and its related digital information, we need spatial awareness techniques. Spatial awareness is the ability to make an object aware of itself in a real-world environment. Developing spatial awareness is to identify the location of an object in relation to its own body in space. Therefore, location information is vital to spatial awareness.

The development of spatial awareness and augmented reality has shifted from traditional computers to mobile devices. Mobile devices are getting more computational power and are becoming more popular. Different methods have been applied to support spatially aware, mobile interactions, such as marker-based methods [1–3] and content-recognition based solutions [4–6]. Marker-based approaches convert physical information to digital content, while content-recognition based techniques require high computing power to identify objects in real environments. Marker-based systems can work with a large paper sheet without using large hardware. This methodology, however, has a high requirement of computer capability and power. It is hard to provide dynamic and simultaneous results due to the complexity of the calculation. Reilly et al. [7] developed a marker-based mobile system to combine paper maps with electronic information. This system uses a high performance, compact radio frequency identification (RFID) reader to recognize the RFID tags on the paper maps. The problem with this approach is that the user can only obtain static electronic information from each tag on a map. Content-recognition based techniques use cameras to identify objects in real environments also requires high computing capabilities and are not suitable for smartphones.

In an augmented paper system, a user can move a spatial-aware mobile device over a paper document and acquire the digital information based on the position of the user’s focus. However, the mobile device has no ability to directly access a physical paper document. Spatially aware mobile systems must rely on other hardware to achieve the function of recognizing a user’s focus when browsing a paper document. Lee [8] uses the Wiimote to create Multi-point Interactive Whiteboards. His invention enhanced the information in a paper document with the tablet display, however, the system reduces the portability due to the large external Wiimote hardware.

To address some of the issues mentioned above, we design a new spatial aware system called the Ultrasonic PhoneLens. It is a low-cost, portable, and high-performance solution for spatial aware systems. The major functional requirement of the system is to provide a means for users to acquire digital information regarding the texts or images in a paper based on the location of the device. Nonfunctional requirements include usability, real-time performance, portability, and accuracy. We evaluated these requirements in the empirical evaluation in Section 4, such as comfort level when browsing a paper document, and precise detection of real position.

Ultrasonic PhoneLens integrates two ultrasonic sound sensors, Arduino board, and a mobile device. The ultrasonic sound sensors assembled on an Arduino board provide reliable distance detection in the paper-based working environment (by sending sound waves to the wood barriers set up at the borders of the paper). Arduino transmits the distance as coordinates (i.e., the location over the paper) to a mobile device through Bluetooth. Based on the coordinates detected by the ultrasonic sound sensor, digital information corresponding to the text or the image in the paper will be displayed on the screen of mobile device.

The major contribution of this paper is that we design a low-cost, mobile-based, portable augmented paper system with spatial awareness capability. The movement-based interface in Ultrasonic PhoneLens allows the user to acquire digital information related to a paper sheet through hand movements. Ultrasonic PhoneLens combines hand movements with the traditional screen touch interaction on a mobile device. The traditional screen touch devices can only allow users to operate the system within the scope of the screen. The movement of the handheld mobile device over a paper document can enhance the system usability without the limitation of small-screen devices. To our knowledge, it is the first design of a touch-based mixed-media approach that utilizes ultrasonic technologies and smartphones. We also designed a multi-step data processing method to improve data accuracy.
To evaluate the performance of Ultrasonic PhoneLens, we conducted an empirical study on browsing a paper-based architecture plan. An architecture plan for a room includes multiple layers of information such as lighting layout, electrical layout, etc. Such information are overlapped and cannot be represented in a single paper sheet. With the help of a mobile spatial awareness system, the user can easily locate information about objects, such as circuit breakers, on the plan. We compared Ultrasonic PhoneLens with Wiimote PhoneLens [9], the first generation of the system, which used a Wii remote and Infrared Light-Emitting Diode (LED) lights to augment a paper-based workplace with digital information.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Details of our system are explained in Section 3. Section 4 describes the empirical study. Results are analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 discusses our future work.

2. Related Work

Numerous studies have been proposed to augment the paper document with electronic devices. Our study is related to areas of interactive paper systems, spatial aware computing, and augmented reality techniques.

- **Paper systems:** Many interactive paper systems have been developed to combine the benefits of paper and digital media. The Anoto technology [10] is a pen-based interaction system which can track handwriting on a physical paper and augment paper documents with digital information. Liao [11] designed a pen-based command system for interactive paper. He proposed pen-top multimodal feedback which combines visual, tactile, and auditory feedback to support paper-computer interaction. Hotpaper [12] aims at augmenting paper information with multimedia annotations (such as video or audio). The system can analyze the physical information which is a captured document patch image or video frame to identify the corresponding digital information such as electronic document, page number, and location on the page. Paper Composer [13] is an interactive paper interface for music composition. This system supports composers' expressions and explorations in a music book by computer-aided composition tools. S-Notebook [14] is a mobile application that connects mobile devices with interactive paper using an Anoto pen. It allows users to add annotations or drawings to anchors in digital images without learning pre-defined pen gestures and commands. These paper systems combine traditional paper with digital information. Most of the approaches, however, utilized computers or special pens. Our approach improve the portability of interactive paper system using touch-based mobile devices.

- **Spatial aware computing:** Spatial aware computing had been applied in interactive paper systems. MouseLight [15] is one of the examples. A spatially aware projector is made with a mobile laser projector. It can detect the position of the digital pen and track the handwriting from the end user. This application, however, is a bimanual hardware. It is very hard for users to write and operate the system at the same time. In our paper, we are presenting a new spatial aware interactive system which can be operated by a single-handed device.

- **Augmented reality:** Camera-based approach: Currently, camera-based augmented reality technique has been widely applied in the field of digital images and traditional paper document interaction. The SESIL [16], an augmented reality environment for students' improved Learning, is a novel approach to setting up a digital environment to perform the recognition of physical book pages and of specific elements of interest within pages. The pages in books can be captured by a camera. The system can recognize images from the camera and produce an electronic page which can produces an interaction with actual books and pens/pencils. Jee et al. [17] designed an electronic learning system which can allow users to read 3D virtual content from traditional textbooks. This system creates a 3D modeling environment based on the content of physical book. To improve the portability, integrated cameras in handheld devices have been adopted in the field of camera-based augmented reality. Hansen et al. [18] used integrated cameras in mobile
devices to address how mixed interaction spaces can have different identities, can be mapped to applications, and can be visualized. By applying image analysis algorithms to the camera pictures, movements or actions such as rotation and marking, can be determined. These camera based approaches require high computing power to identify objects in a real environment.

Marker-based approach: A primary challenge of augmented reality is how to align digital information with the real world. To address this, a marker-based approach using visual markers are proposed. In 1998, Masutani et al. [19] constructed an augmented, reality-based visualization system to support intravascular neurosurgery and evaluate it in clinical environments. It augments the motion pictures from X-ray fluoroscopy with 3D virtual vascular models. This technique relies on the 3D registration fiducial markers. The data adaptive reprojection technique was introduced to evaluate the reliability of the displayed fluoroscopy. It predicts the number of wrong registrations around the registered objects. The results were compiled using synthetic data consisting of fiducial marker coordinates with 2-Dimensional (2D) or 3-Dimensional (3D) errors. It was perhaps the earliest software that utilized a marker-based approach for augmented reality. As smartphone technology has exploded, marker-based augmented reality has been revolutionized simultaneously. Built-in camera recognition and detection is a recent development which takes advantage of an internal mobile camera to track the markers in a real environment. Klemmer et al. [20] used bar-codes as markers to augment paper transcripts with digital video interviews. The system uses CyberCodes reader [21] to identify real objects by a mobile device. Rohs [22] proposed using 2-dimensional graphical widgets to retrieve the relevant digital information by a camera phone. The widget is a generic, reusable, directly manipulated visual code which is suitable for printing on paper. Reilly [8] used RFID tags to create a marker-based mobile system which combines paper maps with digital information. The RFID tags placed in a regular grid set the bottom of the paper map. Wen et al. [23] studied an indoor tracking system with infrared projectors. The projector generates the infrared markers on the workplace and a user needs to wear a tracking camera which can capture the position and orientation of each infrared marker. The infrared projector has to be installed on the ground or a wall, which limits the mobility of users. To improve the portability, we utilized the ultrasonic sensors to detect the location of an object in its environment. It is a fast, inexpensive, and a more portable approach than the previous work. Based on the location information, the system can retrieve the digital information from the smartphone. The touch based screen of smartphone allow the users easily to interact with the digital information.

3. Ultrasonic PhoneLens

3.1. Hardware Components

The Ultrasonic PhoneLens consists of two ultrasonic sound sensors, one Arduino mini-controller board, and one Android mobile device. As shown in Figure 1a, we integrated battery, ultrasonic sensors, and an Arduino board into a box and the box is attached it to the back of the smartphone. It is a portable and low cost system.

- The physical size of an Arduino board with Ultrasonic sound sensors is very compact and space-saving, which makes Ultrasonic PhoneLens easy to use and carry.
- Ultrasonic sound sensors and Arduino boards (<$30) are inexpensive. Furthermore, smartphones and paper documents are quite common in our daily life.

The biggest challenge in designing a movement-based interface is detecting the real-time position of user’s focus. Ultrasonic PhoneLens provides a spatially aware display which is based on ultrasonic sensing. Ultrasonic sound is a high-frequency reflective sound wave. Thus, the travel time of the ultrasonic pulses can be used to determine the distance within a certain time period. To measure the distance in use of ultrasonic senser, it is necessary to utilize obstacles for calculating the traveling time of sound waves and then translate them into distance. We set up two wood barriers at the left and bottom borders of the paper to reflect the waves from sensors. The distance to the edges of a paper
indicates the current position, which is the users’ focus in the paper. Then it displays the corresponding
digital information in the paper. The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor has a transmitter and receiver [24].
It can emit an ultrasonic pulse every 600 µs and then detect the reflection wave. Arduino board is
a microcontroller-based circuit board. The ultrasonic sound sensor was assembled on the Arduino
board. The smartphone connects the Arduino via Bluetooth.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** Ultrasonic PhoneLens. (a) the Ultrasonic PhoneLens; (b) using Ultrasonic PhoneLens over a
paper document.

The usage of Ultrasonic Phonelens is shown in Figure 1b. A paper document is attached to
a wall. A user uses the mobile phone over the paper. We divided the paper into a rectangular
coordinate system and set the lower left corner of the paper as the origin, i.e., (0, 0). The ultrasonic
sound sensors detect distance to the edges of the paper and the Arduino board sends the distance
data (coordinates) to the mobile device. Based on the coordinates, the smartphone can display
corresponding digital information.

The motion of device should show consistent speed over the range of paper. Fast movement will
not lose the accuracy but the display image will be delayed in the case of fast movement. The reason
is that the smartphone’s refreshing rate cannot be updated with a fast speed of movement. After a
multi-step data optimization explained in Section 3, the measurement functionality of the device has a
ranging accuracy that can reach up to 0.5 mm. Therefore, variance of normal moving speed doesn’t
affect the result.

3.2. System Architecture Overview

Overview of the system architecture is in Figure 2. The system has five layers: spatial data layer,
graphical layer, presentation layer, function layer, and communication layer. The spatial data layer
receives the raw distance data from the Arduino board. The graphical layer is mainly focused on
parsing the SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) files and retrieving digital information from the mobile
database. The presentation layer calculates the distance data and gets the location of the mobile within
a paper-based workplace. Then, it generates a visual display of the corresponding digital information.
The function layer provides system functions for users to manipulate digital information over the
paper document. The communication layer creates an asynchronous communication with another
mobile system.
3.3. Data Preprocessing

An ultrasonic sound wave is not a stable signal because the wave is strongly affected by temperature, magnetic forces, and air density. In addition, other factors such as a user’s hand shaking and rotation can cause unstable position information and reduce functionality for the user. To enhance smoothness and accuracy, the raw data in the presentation layer will be preprocessed before being used. The data preprocessing are divided into the following steps:

1. Previous data comparison;
2. Average distance calculation;
3. Linear regression; and

3.3.1. Previous Data Comparison

The interval of each pulse from the ultrasonic sensor is 600 µs. The differences between high frequency distance data can cause the image to jump. To address this issue, we compare the previous distance data and the current distance data. If the current data is not significantly different from the previous data, the system uses the previous data instead. We use the standard deviation as the threshold. The predefined point is marked on the paper and the spacing distance between each point is 10cm. Data that is preprocessed by previous data comparison is in Table 1.
Table 1. Distance data after previous data comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predefined Point</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Distance (cm)</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>20.44</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>50.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. Average Distance Calculation

The ultrasonic sound sensor can emit a sound wave every 600 µs which means the system can receive the distance data every 600 µs. The refresh rate of a digital image is 3000 µs. The sensor receives five records of distance each time the image refreshes but only one record of the distance is useful. To increase accuracy, we recorded all five instances of distance and removed the maximum and minimum distances. Then, we calculated the average of the remaining three distance data points to get the best approximation of the real environment. Data processed by average distance calculation is in Table 2.

Table 2. Distance data after average distance calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predefined Point</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Distance (cm)</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>30.10</td>
<td>39.70</td>
<td>50.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3. Linear Regression

We use a Linear Regression [25] to model the relationship between the distance detected by Ultrasonic PhoneLens and the actual distance. The linear regression model generates a calibration line based on the value of the predefined points in previous steps. The slope of the regression line is the compensation for the distance error in the Ultrasonic PhoneLens. For example, once the distance data was produced by the Ultrasonic PhoneLens, the distance needs to be multiplied by the slope of this regression line to reproduce the value most close to the actual distance. In Figure 3, the slope of the regression line (1.0002) means the preprocessed distance data is very close to the actual distance.

![Figure 3. Ultrasonic PhoneLens linear regression.](image-url)
3.3.4. Noise Elimination

It is common that the user rotates the mobile device unintentionally when he/she browses a paper document. The deviation angle causes inaccurate position information. To prevent the wrong viewing caused by user’s rotation, an integrated sensor called a magnetometer is used in the mobile device. We calibrate the degree from the magnetometer beforehand to get the degree of deviation angle. The real distance is calculated by the distance data multiplied by the cosine of the degree of deviation angle.

3.3.5. Accuracy Evaluation

Accuracy is a significant element for the performance of the Ultrasonic PhoneLens. The points which have been predefined are tested to evaluate accuracy after the data has been preprocessed. The accuracy was calculated by comparing the optimized distance data with the actual distance. We use the absolute error to analyze the accuracy of the system. Absolute error is a measure of statistical accuracy to calculate how close forecasts or predictions are to the eventual outcomes [26].

\[ \Delta x \equiv \frac{|x_0 - x|}{x} \]  

Equation (1) is used to get the absolute error rate from different devices where \( x_0 \) is the inferred value from the Ultrasonic PhoneLens and \( x \) is the real distance. Error rates of distance data for five points is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Error rates of distance data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Distance (cm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Data Error Rate</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>1.68%</td>
<td>1.13%</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
<td>0.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed Data Error Rate</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>2.14%</td>
<td>1.17%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Multi-User Communication

In the multi-user mode, ghost echo usually appears when users control the Ultrasonic PhoneLens at the same time. This is because sound waves can collide with each other, thus the sensor sometimes receives the pulses from other sensors.

To solve this, we designed an asynchronous communication. Two mobile devices need to be connected together via Bluetooth. They exchange messages during the communication. The Ultrasonic PhoneLens does not start to work until it receives a message from the other machine. The message indicates that the other machine has finished the distance data collection. More than two devices are possible if the smartphones use ethernet or wifi as communication media.

4. Empirical Evaluation

4.1. Methodology

The purpose of the empirical evaluation is to investigate the performance Ultrasonic PhoneLens in helping users acquire digital information when they browse paper documents. We compare Ultrasonic PhoneLens with the first generation of the system, Wiimote PhoneLens [9], a paper-based browsing system which uses a Wiimote and infrared LED lights to augment paper-based workplaces with digital information.

According to the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [27], the goals and hypothesis of our study are listed as follows:

Goal 1: Analyze PhoneLens and Ultrasonic PhoneLens for the purpose of evaluating the efficiency on multivalent documents.
Hypothesis 1: Participants using Ultrasonic PhoneLens need significantly less time than participants using Wiimote PhoneLens to locate an object.

Goal 2: Analyze the function of multi-user communication for the purpose of improving the usability of Ultrasonic PhoneLens.

Hypothesis 2: Users operating the Ultrasonic PhoneLens can communicate effectively and share annotations on digital paper with other end users.

4.2. Subjects and Evaluation Document

The subjects of the study were 28 undergraduate/graduate students who were studying at North Dakota State University. They had a variety of majors and did not have specific backgrounds with respect to this study area.

The documents used in this study were from an architectural plan for an interior wall structure. An architectural plan includes four components: (a) wall plan, (b) lighting plan, (c) electric power plan, and (d) audio plan. The wall plan is a scaled diagram which shows the internal layout of the wall. The electric power plan shows the locations of circuit breakers, electrical sockets, and the wiring between them; the audio plan shows the locations of the doorbell as well as its wiring; and the lighting plan shows the locations of lights, switches and the wiring between them. These plans are overlapped as layers in an architecture plan. Information for each layer is saved and displayed as a separate and independent digital file.

4.3. Tasks

To test if Ultrasonic PhoneLens outperforms Wiimote PhoneLens, we designed navigation tasks and multi-user communication tasks in Study. Participants needed both devices to achieve the tasks that required them to navigate in different layers of an architecture plan. In addition, multi-user communication of this study was evaluated. This was motivated by the fact that Wiimote PhoneLens has no capability of sharing digital information with other users.

4.3.1. Navigation Task

The subjects were asked to use the Ultrasonic PhoneLens and the Wiimote PhoneLens separately, to identify the location of known objects in the paper-based wall frame architecture plan (e.g., searching for the position of a circuit breaker in the electrical plan or a door bell in the audio plan). A piece of white paper covers the paper-based wall plan, thus eliminating the possibility that the participant would just locate the object with their eyes. In our experiment, there are two targets which have been set up in the navigation task.

a. Browse the audio plan, and find the position of the junction box on the plan.

b. Browse the electric power plan, and find the position of a circuit breaker on the plan.

Due to the randomness and uncertainty about the searching location, the time to find the object is affective by the searching location rather than the performance of the evaluated systems. To solve this, a search pattern is designed and used in the experiment. The search pattern was a snake formation search which can systematically cover all of the area of the paper document. In order to find the position of the junction box on the white paper, participants browse the audio plan using the search pattern shown in Figure 4. The initial location of the mobile device is at the bottom-left corner and the position of junction box is on the top-right corner. The participants start from the initial location with the mobile device.
An overview of the evaluation procedure is shown in Figure 5. A posttest and repeated measures methodology [28] is applied in this study. All subjects were asked to complete two tasks sequentially. In our empirical study, the subjects were introduced to the wall frame architecture plan. After that, the subjects were divided into two groups. The order of training and testing on each system for each group was reversed. So, in the training section, subjects were trained on how to use the Wii PhoneLens and Ultrasonic PhoneLens systems. Next, the investigator asked users to finish tasks to examine the efficiency of each system. The performance of each system was then evaluated by the investigator. He recorded the times of each task that the participants performed in order to evaluate the systems’ efficiency. At the end, the two groups of participants were gathered together to finish a task which only applied to the Ultrasonic PhoneLens. Their usability experience was measured by their post-study questionnaire.
4.3.2. Multi-User Communication Task

The multi-user communication tasks were designed to simulate the working conditions of engineers who may need to share digital information remotely. Communication between multiple users is needed when the users are collaborating in a task. For instance, in a scenario that the two architects are working in separate rooms with the same architecture plan. In the experiment, the investigator serves as one of the architects. The participating subject is the other architect. The task is described as follows:

The investigator adds the annotation of a target object (an electricity plug) as shared information in room A. The participant was asked to find the annotation while in room B, where the investigator had placed it. The communication allows multi-user interaction on digital documents without the physical space constraints/barriers.

5. Result and Analysis

5.1. Comparison of Ultrasonic PhoneLens and Wiimote PhoneLens

Wiimote PhoneLens [9] had achieved a better performance than paper-based approaches. This paper compares Ultrasonic Phoneless with Wiimote PhoneLens (called PhoneLens in this study).

5.1.1. Browsing Efficiency

We first compared browsing efficiency. Figure 6 plots the average time taken by subjects in the two navigation tasks (task a: searching for a junction box and task b: searching for a circuit breaker).

![Figure 6. Average time spent on Task a and Task b.](image)

During the navigation task, the performance of Ultrasonic PhoneLens was shown to be more efficient than PhoneLens. In task a, the average time of using Ultrasonic PhoneLens is around 15 s faster than that of using the PhoneLens system. In task b, the gap is narrowed to 10 s because of the learning effect (the PhoneLens system was used after the user finished the Ultrasonic PhoneLens task). Therefore, the average time for using PhoneLens and Ultrasonic PhoneLens in navigation tasks was 99.65 s and 86.81 s, respectively. Ultrasonic PhoneLens (p-value: 0.003 ≤ 0.005) is significantly more efficient than PhoneLens.

The reason that Ultrasonic PhoneLens exhibits better performance is that the Ultrasonic PhoneLens is more flexible for users to control the system. Ultrasonic PhoneLens allows users to face the front of the paper to browse the information whereas a PhoneLens user has to hold the mobile phone at the left side of paper. Wiimote has been set at the right side of the workspace in order that it can cover the entire paper document. To avoid blocking the Wiimote camera, users have to stand at the left side...
of the workplace and this can increases the time consuming when user is browsing the right area. The Ultrasonic PhoneLens, on the other hand, utilizes an ultrasonic sensor to detect position. The sensors are assembled on the bottom of the mobile so users do not need to consider where the specific place is for it to work. It provides a non-constrained environment for users without any blind areas.

5.1.2. Subjective Feedback

The rating results of five characteristics (C1 through C5, in Figure 7) are calculated in the overall experience of using PhoneLens and Ultrasonic PhoneLens systems. The 5-point scale of the questionnaire is divided into two categories, “Disagree” (a rating value \(\leq 3\)) and “Agree” (a rating value of 4 or 5). We calculated the percentage of “Disagree” and “Agree” in each characteristic to analyze which system is more useful and user-friendly. Overall, a percentage agreement and disagreement for the Ultrasonic PhoneLens compared to Wiimote PhoneLens is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Subjective feedback on PhoneLens and Ultrasonic PhoneLens.](image)

We used a non-parametric, one-sample Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test to analyze the results. In characteristic C1, the positive mean rank of Ultrasonic PhoneLens (Subjects think Ultrasonic PhoneLens performs better than PhoneLens) is 9.90 and the negative mean rank (Subjects think PhoneLens performs better than Ultrasonic PhoneLens) is 7.50. Therefore, the subjects feel significantly more comfortable when they are using the Ultrasonic PhoneLens system, relative to the PhoneLens (p-value is 0.004). In characteristic C2, the positive mean rank for Ultrasonic PhoneLens is 9.50 and the negative one is 8.73. The difference, in this characteristic, between the two systems can be ignored (p-value is 0.275). The results of C3 and C4 are also similar to C2. Positive rank and Negative rank for C3 are 9.00 and 9.82 with a p-value of 0.275. The positive rank and negative rank for C4 are 10.71 and 8.73 with a p-value of 0.623. Consequently, we can conclude that the readability of the PhoneLens is marginally better than the Ultrasonic PhoneLens. In C5, the positive rank of the Ultrasonic PhoneLens (7.64) is marginally higher than the negative rank (7.64) with a p-value of 0.029. It shows that the
Ultrasonic PhoneLens is more functional for new users and the learning process of using Ultrasonic PhoneLens is superior to that of PhoneLens.

The results indicate that the participants are prone to use the Ultrasonic PhoneLens when they are browsing the architectural plan. One reason is that subjects frequently block the Wii-mote camera when they are using PhoneLens to browse, especially when they are browsing the right side of the document where the Wii-mote is set up. This often results in unexpected system interrupts and negatively impacts the user experience. Some people try to stand to the side of the workplace to avoid this problem but this is a very uncomfortable way for the user to use the system. The Ultrasonic PhoneLens allows the user to stand comfortably in front of the workplace; however, the hand which holds the Ultrasonic PhoneLens can interfere with the ultrasonic sound if a certain part of their hand blocks the sensor. It may result in a loss of accuracy and reduce the readability when the user is browsing the plan. This is probably the reason that the evaluation of the Ultrasonic PhoneLens is lower than that of the PhoneLens in characteristics C2, C3, and C4.

5.2. Evaluation on the Performance of Multi-Users Communication

The performance of multi-user communication by PSSUQ (Post-Study-System Usability Questionnaire) is analyzed. This questionnaire consists of three sub-scales: system quality, information quality, and interface quality. The three sub-scales are averaged to obtain the overall satisfaction score as the evaluation of this function. Averaging the answered items is a good way to calculate the scale score and enhances the flexibility of use of the questionnaire [29]. For example, the subjects can skip the question, “Did the system give an error message that clearly told me how to fix a problem”, if they did not make any mistakes and an error message was not displayed. Therefore, averaging items to obtain scale scores have no effect on the importance of the statistical properties of the scores.

As shown in Figure 8, the average scale score of system quality is 6.77, information quality is 6.15, interface quality is 6.58, and the overall satisfaction score is 6.5 out of 7. It shows that the performance of the multi-user communication is appreciated by the participants.

![Figure 8. Evaluation on the performance of multi-users communication.](image)

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a novel, low cost, spatially aware, mobile system, called Ultrasonic PhoneLens. A user can use this system to dynamically visualize the digital information within a paper-based
workspace. The main benefits of the system are ease-of-use and multi-user communication. The system applies an asynchronous network to avoid the effect of a ghost echo. Data preprocessing enhances the accuracy and performance.

An empirical study was designed to evaluate the usability and user experience of this system. Specifically, we compared Ultrasonic PhoneLens with Wiimote PhoneLens and obtained positive feedback. In our future work, we plan to compare Ultrasonic PhoneLens with other current augmented paper browsing systems. We also plan to use Ultrasonic PhoneLens over other real objects instead of paper documents, such as browsing a wall to replace the function of a stud finder. More evaluation on workaday tasks will be in our future work.
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